Within the theory of linear magnetoelectroelasticity, the fracture analysis of a magneto -electrically dielectric crack embedded in a magnetoelectroelastic layer is investigated. The prescribed displacement, electric potential and magnetic potential boundary conditions on the layer surfaces are adopted. Applying the Hankel transform technique, the boundary -value problem is reduced to solving three coupling Fredholm integral equations of second kind. These equations are solved exactly. The corresponding semi -permeable crack -face magnetoelectric boundary conditions are adopted and the electric displacement and magnetic induction of crack interior are obtained explicitly. This field inside the crack is dependent on the material properties, applied loadings, the dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability of crack interior, and the ratio of the crack length and the layer thickness. Field intensity factors are obtained as explicit expressions.
Introduction
Materials having magnetoelectroelastic coupling effects have found increasing applications in engineering structures, particularly in smart materials intelligent structures. The effects of magnetoelectromechanical coupling have been observed in single phase materials where simultaneous magnetic and electric ordering coexists and in two phase composites where the participating phases are piezoelectric and piezomagnetic. These "smart" materials are extensively used as electric packaging, sensors and actuators, magnetic field probes, acoustic and ultrasonic devices, hydrophones and transducers with the responsibility of electromagnetomechanical energy conversion. When subjected to mechanical, magnetic and electrical loads in service, these magnetoelectroelastic composites can fail prematurely due to some defects, namely cracks, holes and others, arising during their manufacturing processes. Therefore, it is of great importance to study the magnetoelectroelastic interaction and fracture behaviours of magnetoelectroelastic materials. On the other hand, composites consisting of piezoelectric and piezomagnetic components have found their ways increasingly in applications in engineering structures. This is because these composites have some new properties of magnetoelectricity with the secondary piezoelectric effects which are not found in single phase piezoelectric or piezomagnetic materials. In some cases, the magnetoelectric effect of piezoelectric / piezomagnetic composites can be obtained by a hundred times longer than that of a single phase magnetoelectric material. Recently, Chen et al. (2004) derived a general solution for a transversely isotropic electromagnetothermoelastic material. In consequence, the components of the coupled field are expressed by five mono harmonic functions. More recently, a penny shaped crack in a magnetoelectroelastic material has been considered. For example, Zhao et al. (2006) analyzed a penny shaped crack in a magnetoelectroelastic medium. Niraula and Wang (2006) derived an exact closed form solution for a penny shaped crack in a magnetoelectrothermoelastic material in a temperature field. The electro magnetic field inside the crack was taken into account and closed form solutions were derived for an impermeable and permeable crack (Rogowski, 2011) . Wang and Mai (2007) and Rogowski (2007) discussed the different electromagnetic boundary conditions on the crack-faces in PEMO -elastic materials. On the other hand, Zhong and Li (2007; 2008) , Rogowski (2007) , Zhong (2009) extended the semi permeable crack face electric boundary conditions proposed by Hao and Shen (1994) to analyze the PEMO elastic fields induced by dielectric cracks. However, all of the studies considered only infinite body and numerical procedures were used to obtained the results of approximate type. To the best of the author's knowledge, the penny shaped crack problems for the layer and limited permeable cracks have not been addressed yet, in an exact form. Motivated by this the author of this paper investigates a PEMO elastic layer, with an electrically and magnetically conducting crack under prescribed displacement, electric potential and magnetic potential boundary loading, to show exact solutions. Such solutions depend on a large number of material parameters, in our analysis it is seventeen, making any solution other than explicit analytical ones impractical.
Basic equations in magnetoelectroelastic theory
The constitutive equations within the framework of the linearly magnetoelectroelastic theory, in an axially symmetric problem, can be written as 
where the following differential operators are introduced ; ,; ; .
The general solution of Eqs (2.3) are as follows
, 
It should be noted that the general solutions given by Eqs (2.5) and (2.9) are valid for the cases when the eigenvalues i    
Penny shaped dielectric and magnetic crack in the PEMO elastic layer
Consider a penny shaped dielectric and assume that a magnetic crack is located in the middle plane of a transversely isotropic PEMO elastic layer as shown in Fig.1a 
, . 
where z E  is the Young modulus in the z direction.
By superposition principle the crack problem is equivalent to the perturbation problem under the applied loading on the crack surface and condition of symmetry on the plane z 0  outside the crack region. 
Solution method
To solve the mixed boundary value problem on the crack plane, we express the solution for mono 
The resulting expressions and boundary conditions (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) are
On the plane h z  we have satisfied the boundary conditions (3.1) and
The boundary conditions (3.1), which give the boundary values (4.9), are of sliding clamped type with prescribed axial displacement 0  and electric, and magnetic potentials 0  and 0  , respectively. We have the identities is the Heaviside function, we find that the boundary conditions (4.20) are automatically satisfied. Moreover, the displacement, electric potential and magnetic potential on the crack plane can be expressed in terms of the introduced unknown functions as
For convenience, we introduce three new functions
. , 
Multiplying both sides of Eqs (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) by 2 2 r s r  , integrating with respect to r from 0 to x   x 0  , respectively, and using the following identities
where     is the Dirac delta function, Eqs (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) can be rewritten as 
Next, the solutions of electric displacement and magnetic induction inside the crack are of interest. Application of Eqs (3.7) and (4.25) leads to
. 
Differentiating both Eqs (4.29) with respect to r and using the following rule of differentiation under integral sign 
Equations (4.29) may be rewritten as follows
The first terms in both Eqs (4.31) are singular at r a 0   , while other terms tend to zero in at this point. For the singularity to vanish at r a 0   , it must be true that 
The exact solution of Fredholm integral equation
Using the known result   we find that the kernel function (4.28) is
Consequently, Eqs (4.27) can be rewritten as
This Fredholm integral equation of the second kind (5.3) can be solved explicitly. The method of consecutive iteration yields the N th approximation 
and the superscript "-1" denotes the inverse of a matrix  . The sum of infinite geometric series converges to the solution as
The range of convergence is given by the inequality 
Analysis of field intensity factors
Defining the field intensity factors as follows
where q stands for z  , z D and z B , respectively, we then find that the intensity factors of stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction can be expressed as If only a pure piezoelectric or pure piezomagnetic material is considered, then the electric or magnetic potential is defined by a polynomial of  which is given as follows 
